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SECTION- 1                                                 ESP            30 Marks 

 

A)Make meaningful sentences by matching the beginning of sentences from column A with the 

suitable ending from column B.       (0.5x8)=4 Marks 

 

 

Column A Column B Answers

1-A car has a)control the speed of the car. 1 =  

2-The two pedals  b) the brake pedal, the car stops. 2 =  

3- The brake pedal is to  c) to the left and to the right. 3 =  

4-The steering wheel  d) and the car goes quickly. 4 =  

5-. Press the accelerator pedal e) move sideways. 5 =  

6-When you press f) a brake pedal, an accelerator pedal and a steering wheel. 6 =  

7- A car can turn g) controls the direction of the car. 7 =  

8- But cars can’t h) the left of the accelerator pedal. 8 =  

 

B)Choose the correct options.        (1x4)=4 Marks 

9- The shaft rotates at a speed of 350___________. 

 a. kW   b. rpm  c. km/h   d. kg 

10- That material is completely ________. It will not bend if you put a heavy weight on it. 

 a. heat-resistant b. flexible c. corrosion-resistant  d. rigid 

11-The bridge goes across the lake. It rests on 24 strong concrete ____________. 

 a. decks b. piers  c. footprints d. storeys 

12- Open up the _________ of the car and I’ll have a look at the engine. 

 a. bumper b. boot  c. bonnet d. windscreen 
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C) Match the words from column “A”with  their opposites in column “B”. 

                          (0.5x6)=3 Marks 

Column A Column B Answers 

13- ascend a) backward 13= 

14- forward b) bottom 14= 

15- top c) horizontal 15= 

16- loosen d) strong 16= 

17- vertical e) tighten 17= 

18- weak f) descend 18= 

  

D) Circle the wrong item in each list.(1x5)=5 Marks  

19- Please bring me a pair of ___________.  scissors, jaws, pliers 

20- A helicopter can fly vertically ____________. upwards, downwards, diagonally 

21- Operate the ________ with your hand.  joystick, switch, pedal 

22- The tennis racket has a strong _______.  shaft, blade, head 

23- A solar panel _______ sunlight into electricity. produces, changes, converts 

E) Choose the word that fits the definition.                                                         (1x5)=5 Marks  

24- It carries electrical current. 

a. cable                             b. radiator                          c. thermostat                      d. pump 

25- It has a handle, a shaft and a head. It turns screws.   

a. hammer                         b. screwdriver                     c. saw                                d. cable     

26- It controls the flow of the current. 

a. the controller                b. the battery                       c. the lamp                        d. the conductor 

27-Skateboarders use it to cover their heads for protection. 

a. pliers                             b. helmet                             c. antenna                          d. hammer 

28- It is heat-resistant and hard. 

a. polystyrene coffee cup  b. nylon rope                      c. ceramic cup                   d.  rubbertyre 

F) Use either an adjective or a noun given in brackets.                                       (0.5x4)=2 Marks 

29- How _______________ is Prince Sultan Road?(  wide  /   width  ) 

30- The total _______________ of the new cable is 2 km.   (   long  / length ) 

31- The _______________ of the Eiffel Tower is 324 m.      (   high   /  height ) 

32- The Red Sea is 30 meters _______________.                  (   deep  /  depth  ) 
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G) Choose the words that match the definitions given below.                           (0.5x4)=2 Marks 

  

    conductor           spanner                  torch     

              compass                         alarm                      switch 

 

 33- This carries electricity from the battery to the lamp in a circuit.  ____________ 

 34-It finds the North._____________ 

 35- It makes a loud noise._____________ 

36- It shines a light. _______________ 

H) Read the following text and complete the specification chart.(0.5 x 10)=5 Marks 

          

The Gherkin 

Location  30 St Mary Axe, London 

37- Date of completion 37- _________________ 

38-Height 38- _________________ 

39-Number of floors 39- _________________ 

40-Floor area(shape) 40- _________________ 

41-Glass area 41- _________________ 

42-Footprint 42- _________________ 

43-Number of lifts 43- _________________ 

44-Speed of lifts 44- _________________ 

45-Materials (mention four) 
45- _________________,________________, 

_________________,_________________. 

46-Width of glass lens 46- _________________ 

This building is called ‘The Gherkin’. It was 

completed in 2003. The 40-storey building is 180 

m high. The building is made of reinforced 

concrete, steel, aluminium and glass. The glass 

windows have an area of 24000 square metres. The 

building has 18 lifts. Each lift travels at 6 m/s. Each 

floor area of the building is a circle. The floors at 

the top and bottom are small. The floors in the 

middle of the building are bigger. The footprint of 

the building is small. Al the glass on the side of the 

building is flat. But on the top of the building, there 

is one round glass lens. It is 2.4 metres wide. 
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SECTION-2                                                    WRITING                                15 Marks 

 

A) Complete the following sentences with the given pronouns and possessive adjectives.  

            (0.5x6)=3 Marks 

him                           it             his                     they 

their                      us                             she 

 

47- I can’t carry my bag. ________ is so heavy. 

48-Ali and I are brothers. Our mother gives _________ 100 riyals every month. 

49- Salina’s sister is very punctual. __________ always attends her class on time. 

50- The people of America are not lazy. _______ are very active. 

51- Ahmed is a new born baby. ________parents are going to buy clothes for________ . 

B) Write the following words in correct order to make meaningful sentences. (1x2)=2 Marks 

52- watch / I / sometimes / movies / Hollywood  . 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

53- does / open / the / when /  restaurant ? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

C) Choose the correct propositions of time.       (0.5x4)=2 Marks 

54- We have been observing his teaching ______________ (from / for) one hour. 

55- He leaves his students ______________ (on / at) 4 o’clock. 

56- They will stay over there __________ (in / from) June 16
th
__________ (to / on) July 16

th
. 

D) Join the following sentences using ‘after’ / ‘before’ / ‘but’. Add a comma if necessary. 

           (1x3)=3 Marks 
57- He got the message. He didn’t reply me. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

58- First I open the door. Then I get into the room. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

59- First I do my homework. Then I go to bed. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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E) Write a paragraph about a “Typical Day” in your life using the clues given below.  5 Marks 

a. When do you get up in the morning? 

b. What do you have for breakfast? 

c. How do you come to university? 

d. How long do you stay at university? 

e. Where do you have lunch? 

f. Do you meet with your friends in the evening? 

g. What time do you complete your homework and go to bed? 

__________________________ 

60-_____________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SECTION-3                                                   GRAMMAR                               15 Marks 

A) Choose the correct word or phrase to complete each sentence.                     (0.5x6)=3 Marks 

61-While Ahmed____________ an interesting book, his father called him. 

 a) has been reading b) was reading  c) read  d) reads 

62- If you are attentive to your study from the beginning, you____________ worry about the exam. 

 a) should not  b) must not  c) did not d) don’t have to 

63- Let’s __________ to the beach. We can swim in the sea. 

 a) going   b) go   c) goes  d) are going 

64-I know ____________ about Jim’s problem.  

 a) nothing  b) no one  c) anything d) someone  
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65- ____________ he will not come tomorrow. 

 a) May be  b) Can   c) May  d) Maybe 

66- When I go to Paris, I usually ____________ the Eiffel Tower. 

 a) will visit  b) visited  c) visit  d)have visited 

B) Change the sentences as directed in the brackets.      (1x4)=4 Marks 

67- They can work under pressure. (Use “be able to”) 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

68- We had a football match yesterday. (Make a Yes / No Question) 

__________________________________________________________________________________

69- He will go to his village next month. (Use “going to”) 

__________________________________________________________________________________

70- My father can use social media. (Use know how to in place of can)  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

C) Circle the correct sentence that has correct grammar.   (0.5x4)=2 Marks 

71-  a. If it rain today, I will not go to university.     

 
            b. If it rains today, I will not go to university.    

   

72- a.   What time does Ahmed have to go to the party?    

   

            b.   What time does Ahmed has to go to the party?    

 

73- a. They are walking fast.       

  

b. They are walking fastly. 

     

74-        a. They doesn’t have any children. 

 

            b. They don’t have any children. 

 

D) There is one mistake in each sentence. Find the mistake and circle the letter. 

            (0.5x4)=2 Marks   

75-While I was in Canada, I can speak English everyday. 

         a            b           c                            d 

76-Some of the students’ books is full of pictures. 

       a                 b                     c               d 

77-Muslims pray five times every days. 

        a          b              c                d 
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78- I am not able to seeing the tiny bacteria without a microscope. 

          a                   b                c                    d 

 

E) Use the correct plural forms of the words given in the box.(0.5x4)=2 Marks 

foot wife sandwich man people 

 

79- I love eating chicken ___________________. 

80- Here are ten things that many husbands want from their _______________. 

81- There are five___________ and one woman in the bus. 

82- The toes on my___________ are getting cold.  

F) Complete the sentences below with suitable words from the box. (0.5x4)=2 Marks 

very two too to 

 

83- The shirt is ___________ small, but I can wear it. 

84- I cannot drink this coffee. It is ___________ hot.  

85. Ahmed has ___________ buy ___________ pens from the shop. 


